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where E(x, k±) and B(x, k±) are the complex amplitudes for the electromagnetic fields which
represent the solutions for the forward "+" and backward "—" waves in an empty structure, respec-
tively, t) are slowly varying amplitudes of these electromagnetic waves. The fields E(x, k±)
and B(x, k±) satisfy Maxwell's equations for waves with frequency w and wave numbers k±.

The wave numbers k_ and lc+ satisfy the dispersion relation (k11) (
k11

is axial wave number) at
the given frequency w = w(k_) = w(k), see Fig. 2. According to Floquet's theorem the fields of
the empty structure can be represented as an infinite sum:

E(x,k±) = >En(xi,k±)e0z (3)

and
B(x, k±) = : B(xj, k±)emnc0, (4)

where k0 = 2ir/d is the wave number of the periodic structure with the period d. Each term in the
sum represents the field of a spatial harmonic.

The slowly varying amplitude for the backward wave . interacting with electrons satisfies the
following envelope equation8'9

ôE_ ôf
Eo(rb)Id8 5--+v9,__----—— U

where

U = 1d12 E12IBI2
(6)

is the electromagnetic energy per k12 contained in one period and

vg,_ = 1d12c . (E(x,/c_) x B;(x,k_))/u (7)

is the group velocity for the vacuum backward electromagnetic wave. The quantity S may be
presented in the following form9

1 1 . k_ V.S =
' (Io(por)e2'Po) + _(Ii(por)_e—I1&o)

10porb) P0 v

+ Qj() [(Jo(Pir)e-1)
+ k0)(Ji(pir)el)] }, (8)

where the particle phase with respect to synchronous, n = 0, slow spatial harmonic is

(9)

and the particle phase with respect to the n = —1 fast spatial harmonic is

= — k0z, (10)

where
2 1/2

PoIkI,I(k_) (11)
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and

P-i (k,( =
(2

_ (k_
ko)2) (12)

are transverse wavenumbers of corresponding spatial harmonics, J0 and J1 are ordinary Bessel
functions, and Io and I are modified Bessel functions. We introduced a parameter a, the ratio of
the axial components of the resonant spatial harmonics, E,..1 (rb)/Eo(rb)

= ::!?.::! Jo(P—i7'b)
(13a0 Po Io(porb)

The bar over the terms in Eq. (8) indicates averaging over the period of the structure f(. .
Angular brackets (. . .) mean averaging over initialphases /'0(z = 0). The quantity v is the particle
velocity component in the direction parallel to the transverse component of the electric field of theTM wave.

We assume that the electron beam interacts synchronously only with the backward wave, thus
the evolution equation for the forward wave amplitude . has no source term

+v9,+±=O. (14)

However, the forward wave is coupled with the backward wave at the boundaries of the cavity.
Thus, Eqs. (10) and (13) are augmented by boundary conditionsat z = 0,

(15)
and at z =

€(z = L)eik_ f+(z = L)eI+pLeiL, (16)
where Po, o, PL and L determine the complex reflection coefficients at the left and right boundaries,
respectively.

The particle velocities appearing in Eq. (8) are obtained from the particle motion equations,

=q[E+ X(B+Bext)] (17)
and

=v, (18)
where p = m'yv is the particle momentum, in is the electron rest mass, q = —e is the electron
charge, y is the relativistic factor and Bexj

B11z0 is the axial external magnetic field. We are
considering a thin annular electron beam with a radius Tb. The quantities which characterize the
"cold" slow-wave structure, such as Eo(rb), U, v, a, Po, o, PL, and cL were calculated using a
separate code.1°

To simulate the actual experimental conditions we allowed the beam current and energy in our
equations to become functions of time. We described the rise of the beam voltage and current forms
by the exponential fit8 for the beam accelerating voltage,

V(t) = V(1 et+t04/Th/) (19)
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and the beam current,
1(t) = 4(1 — e_t+t01'n1). (20)

To model the end of the beam pulse we assumed that at a certain instant of time, t = t, the voltage
and the current reach their maximum value, V(t = tf) = Vmax and I(t = tf) = 'max and then start
to decay exponentially. We also took into account the voltage depression effect, which reduces the
injected electron beam energy mc20 (where = 1 + V(t)/mc2) by some amount mc2&y. Thus the
initial value for the relativistic factor is = —Ly and for calculating zy we used the formula
given in Ref. 8.

3. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

A series of experiments were conducted to study the effect of the resonance magnetic field on
the operation of relativistic X-band BWO at the University of Maryland.11 In these experiments the
beam voltage and current were not changed while the axial magnetic field was varied over a wide
range. A low beam current was used to achieve BWO operation near the starting current, since in
this regime the cyclotron resonance effect is most pronounced and operation at low currents avoids
appearance of large fluctuations in the output power.

The structure used in the experiments was a circularly symmetric sinusoidally corrugated waveg-
uide 8 periods long with an average radius ray 1 .5 cm, period d = 1 .67 cm, and height
L = (rmax _ rmjn) = 0.82 cm, and the beam radius r& = 0.775 cm.

In Fig. 3, typical experimental current and voltage traces are displayed. In the simulation the
pulse duration is set to 150 ns, the time of maximum amplitude to 105 ns. Examples of these
current and voltage forms used in the simulations are also shown in Fig. 3.

Three methods were used to measure the RF output power: a pickup horn to sample the
radiated power; a single hole coupler with a detector on the output; a single hole coupler with
a long dispersive transmission line between the coupler and the detector. When all the power
measurements are correlated the uncertainty in the measured power is .5 dB. In addition, in the
experiments the measured radiated power is affected by the response time of the detector as well
as dispersion in the waveguides leading to the detectors. In order to make adequate comparison
between the theory and the experiment, the transfer function of the signal lines and microwave
detectors are included in the data analysis. The simplest way to mimic the averaging effect of the
detector response on the power P(t) radiated out of the structure is to use the following procedure

:y = 1 f P(t')dt'e_(t_t)/Td, (21)

where N is the detected output power and Td is the detection response time. The microwave
detector response was modeled with Td= 2ns.

Calculated and experimentally measured values of BWO efficiency are plotted in Fig. 4. Each
theoretical curve shown in Fig. 4 a,b corresponds to the simulation current and voltage forms of
Fig. 3 and parameter a = 1.5. Experimental data shown in Fig. 4 correspond to a 104A beam
current and a 412 kV beam voltage. The curves in Fig. 4a and 4b illustrate the sensitivity of the
simulation results to the beam current and voltage measurement uncertainty. In Fig. 4a the curves
correspond to the beam maximum current of 110 A and 80 A. The difference in the simulation
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results is due to the beam current being below the BWO starting current for much of the current
pulse duration. Figure 4b shows the results of the simulations voltage and current forms, slightly
different from those given in Fig. 3, with Imax 110 A and beam voltages 371 kV, 412 kV, and 453
kV. As expected, the magnetic field corresponding to the minimum efficiency shifts to larger values
with an increase of the voltage. Additionally, we investigated the sensitivity of the efficiency to the
value of the spatial harmonic ratio, cx(rb). In Fig. 4c simulations with a = 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 are
displayed. For larger c the cyclotron absorption effect is stronger and the corresponding efficiency
is lower. In all cases our theory predicts that the dip in the efficiency occurs at a guide magnetic
field of about 8.5 kG or larger. Note that when the maximum value for the beam voltage is used
(Vmax 412kV) the resonance magnetic field is Bres 9.57kG . That the simulations predict lower
than Bres magnetic field values at the efficiency minimum occurrence is understandable due to the
time dependence of the beam voltages, since the resonance magnetic field at low voltages is smaller.
In addition, the effect of the Cherenkov interaction leads to reduction of the electron energy and
axial velocity in comparison with the unperturbed values for which the value Bres 9.57 kG was
obtained. The measured value of the magnetic field corresponding to the minimum experimental
efficiency is only 7.3 0.3 kG. Thus, the nonlinear model predicts resonant magnetic field values
approximately one kG greater than the observed value at which the output power is minimized.
This discrepancy will require further investigations.

4. SUMMARY

We have extended the previous theoretical model8 for description of BWOs with finite magnetic
fields. The time dependent nonlinear theory has been developed.9 Taking into account realistic
forms of the electron beam voltage and current, we simulated the operation of the relativistic X-
band University of Maryland BWO. The results of the simulation are in reasonable agreement with
experimental data.
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Fig. 3. Measured electron beam voltage and current pulses, and voltage and current forms used in
computer simulations.
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